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EASTEILN UNIVERSITY, SRI LANI(A

THIR,D EXAMINATION IN SCIENCE .' 2O1O 2ALL

FIRST SEMESTER(APriI, ?013)

(PROPER,/REPEAT)

Answer all Questions Time: Three hours

Ql. (a) Let A g C be an open set and let f : A --.c. Define what is meant by / being

analytic at zs e A.

(b) Let the functionl@) : u(r,g) +iu(r,3r) be defined throughout some e neigh-

borhood of a point zo : ro+Ao. Suppose that the first - order pa,rtial derivatives

of the functions tr, and u with respect to r and y exist everywhere in that neigh-

borhood and that they a,re continuous at (*6,ys). Prove that, if those partial

derivatives satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations

. at (*o,Ua), then the derivative l'Qd exists'

(") (i) Prove that u - e-'(rsin y - ycosy) is harmonic'

(ii) Find the function u(r,g) such that /(z) : u(r,A) +iu(n,g) is analytic'

Q2- (u) (i) Define what is mearrt by a curve 'Y : laqpl -* A smooth'

(ii) For a path ? and a continuous function f ,.y - C, define I, f Q1at.

(b) Provethatif ,yisapathand f ec(i,thenl/(z)l sM, forall z€1and

M > osuch that llrf Aa"l< ML,where l':iength(t)'
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(c) State the Cauchy's Integral Formula'

By using the cauchy's Integral Ftrrmula compute the following integrals:

fz
(t) 

"/",o,rr @46+qdzi
fL(ii) I 

-

Jclo;r; @-a)k(z-b)d"'where 
kez' l"l > l and lbl < 1'

state and prove the Mean Value Property for Analytic F\rnctions'

(i) Define what is meant by the function f : C' '' C being entire'

(ii) Let / be analytic on D(a;r) and 0 < s < r' Let

M(s) : suP {l/(z) | : lz - zsl - s} '

Prove that

l/h)(ro)l =ry,
and if f (r):L"*Q - zs)', then

n:0

lo,l s ry
(c) Prove the Maximum - Modulus Theorem: Let / be analytic in an

open connected set A. Let "y be a simple ciosed path that is, contained

together with its inside in A' Let

M :.:sup lJ(z)1.
ze'y

If there exists zs inside 1 such that [/(46) | - M , then / is constant through-

out A. Consequently, if / is not constant in A, then

l/(r)l < M, Yz inside 7'

(State any theorem you use without proof)

Q4, (a) Let d > 0 and let / : D*(n;6) -+ C, where

D*(ro;6) :: {z : 0 < l" - ,ol < d}. Define what is meant by

(i) / having a singularitY at zs;

(ii) the order of f art zo;

(ii| f having a pole or zero at zs ot order rnl

(i") / having a simple pole or simple zeto at z6'

Q3. (a)

(b)
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(b) Prove that an isolated singularity zs of. f is

bounded on some deleted neighborhood D.(zs;d)

(c) Prove that if .f has a simple pole at zs, then

Res(f ; ril : :g(z - zs)f (zs).

Q5. Let / be analytic in the upper - hatf plane {z : Im(z) ) 0}, except at finitely marry

points, none on the real axis. Suppose there exist M, R > 0 and a >.1 such that

l/(r)l s #,rO> R with Im(z) > o.

Then prove that

converges (exists) and

I :Ztri, x Sum of Residues of f in the upper half pla,ne.

Hence evaluate the integral

f* sinr
J-* t + 

"d*'(You may assume without proof the Residue Theorem).

Q6. (a) State the Argument Theorem.

(b) Prove Rouche's Theorem : Let ,y be a simpb closed path in an open starset

A. Suppose that

(i) /, g are anall"tic in A except for finitely many poles, none lying on "y.

(ii) I and / * g have finitely many zeros in .4.

(iii) ls(z)l < l/(a)|, z € 7. Then

ZP(f + si^r): zP(f ;t)

where ZP(f + g;l) and ZP(!;7) denote the number of zeros - number of

poles inside ,y of f + g a,nd / respectively, where each is counted as many

times as its order.

St*te the tr\rndamental theorem of Algebra.
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that all the roots of z7 - 523 + 12 : 0lie between the circles lzl : 1 and


